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Spaniol and Andrade introduced grvitoelectromagnetism in TEGR by considering su-
perpotentials, times the determinant of tetrads, as the gravitoelectromagnetic fields.
However, since this defined gravitoelectromagnetic field strength does not give rise to
a complete set of Maxwell-like equations, we propose an alternative definition of the
gravitoelectromagnetic field strength: instead of superpotentials, torsions are taken as
the gravitoelectromagnetic field strengths. Based on this new proposal we are able to
derive a complete set of Maxwell-like equations. We then apply them to obtain explicit
expressions of the gravitoelectromagnetic fields both in Schwarzchilds spacetime and for
gravitational waves.
Keywords: Maxwell’s equations; teleparallel equivalent of general relativity; gravitoelec-
tromagnetism.
PACS numbers:04.20.Cv, 04.50.-h
1. Introduction
Stationary electric charges generate electric fields. When the source charge moves
with a constant velocity, or equivalently when we look at an inertial frame that
1
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moves with a constant velocity with respect to the charge, we in addition also detect
magnetic fields. The similar expression of the Newton’s law of gravitation as the
Coulomb’s law of electricity leads one naturally to define an electric and magnetic
field analog of gravitation [1–4], called the gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic fields,
or the gravitoelectromagnetic field. The gravitational Lorentz force can then be
defined where its velocity dependent part (also acceleration dependent part for a
more general force) corresponds to a gravitomagnetic field. This magnetic part of
the gravitational force leads the solar planetary orbits to precess [5]. In fact, the
gravitomagnetic version of the Einsteins general relativity, for the case of weak field
and low velocity of the source, predicts more accurately the precession of the solar
planetary orbits [5,6]. Therefore, gravitoelectromagnetism (GEM) is one important
formalism of gravitation.
Theory of GEM was introduced due to the similar expression between the
Coulomb force and the Newton gravitational force. Accordingly, as the electromag-
netism is governed by the Maxwells equations, the Newtonian GEM is governed by
the Maxwell-like gravitational equations. Newtonian gravitational force is equivalent
to the Coulomb force through the interchange of mass↔ charge and −G ↔ 1/4πǫ0.
The mass of an object cannot be negative; the charge on the other hand can have ei-
ther a positive or a negative value. Accordingly, the Coulomb force can be attractive
or repulsive while the gravitational force should be attractive. The equivalence of
both forces leads one to introduce magnetic and electric fields analog of gravitation
(the gravitomagnetic field ~Bg and gravitoelectric field ~Eg) through the Maxwell-like
equations
∇ · ~Eg = −4πGρg,
∇× ~Bg − 1
c2
∂ ~Eg
∂t
=
−4πG
c2
~Jg,
∇ · ~Bg = 0,
∇× ~Eg + ∂
~Bg
∂t
= 0.
(1)
They differ only by some constant factors. In fact, interchanging 4πG→ 1/ǫ0 makes
the above equations are identical to Maxwell’s equations.
Any test mass m moving with a velocity ~v in the presence of gravitoelectromag-
netic fields ( ~Eg , ~Bg) experiences a gravitational Lorentz force ~Fg = mγ(v)[ ~Eg +~v×
~Bg]. Recalling that the first term of the gravitational Lorentz force leads to sta-
tionary elliptical orbit of planets, the appearance of the second term, the velocity
dependence term, will change such a stationary orbit. Before the birth of general
relativity, we have the fact that the Mercury’s perihelion moves [7]. This fact lead
to the proposal of the need of extra terms in the gravitational force. And in fact
there were some proposals for extra terms including [2,9,10,12–16]. The proposals,
however, could not explain the Mercury’s orbit precession as better as the Einstein’s
proposal of general relativity.
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Einstein’s field equation in general relativity is non-linear. So to obtain gravito-
electromagnetic fields fulfilling the Maxwell-like equations for this theory we should
consider the weak field case [2, 11], i.e. we should take a linear approximation. In
this case, the metric tensor gµν is close to the Minkowski metric tensor ηµν [17]
gµν = ηµν + hµν , g
µν = ηµν − hµν , |hµν | << 1. (2)
They are two different definitions of gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic fields
for the Einstein’s gravity. First, the fields are defined through a similar relationship
between electromagnetic fields and potentials in electromagnetism where hµν =
hµν − 12hηµν are taken as the gravito-potentials. Second, the fields are defined as
the components of the Weyl tensors Cµναβ [20–23]
Eij = −c2C0i0j , Bij = 12cεiklCkl0j . (3)
Using expressions of the Weyl tensor in terms of Riemannian tensors and their
symmetry properties, one can obtained the Maxwell-like equations
∇ · ~Ej ≈ − 4piGc2
(
T00,j + T
l
jl,
)
+ 4piG3c2 T,j,
∇ · ~Bj ≈ εkjnηns 4piGc3 T ks0, ,
[(∇× ~Ej) + c∂0 ~Bj ]k ≈ 8piG3c2 εklj∂lT − 4piGc2 εklm∂mT lj ,
[(∇× ~Bj)− 1c∂0 ~Ej ]k ≈ − 4piGc3 (T0k;j − Tjk;0)− 4piG3c3 ηjkT;0,
where Tαβ are energy-momentum tensors. We identify from the above equations
that the gravito charge density and gravito current density are
ρj ≈ 1c (T00,j + T ljl, )− 13cT,j,
( ~Jj)k ≈ 1c (T0k;j − Tjk;0) + 13cηjkT;0.
Here the source terms are quite complicated and depend on the fields themselves. As
electromagnetism (EM) is governed by the Maxwell’s equations, the GEM is equiv-
alently governed by equations that have similar forms as the Maxwell’s equations,
the Maxwell-like equations of gravity.
Unlike EM, theory of gravity is not a unique theory. We have Newtonian gravity
as well as the Einstein gravity (Einstein general relativity) with some variants of
it. In addition, there is also teleparallel gravity (TG) or teleparallel equivalent of
general relativity (TEGR) [8,9], a gauge theory of gravity with translational group
as the gauge symmetry. A definition of gravitoelectromagnetic fields in TEGR has
been proposed by Spaniol and Andrade [6]. Unfortunately their definition does not
lead to the field strength fulfilling the Bianchi identity in a usual form. In this
paper we propose a different definition of gravitoelectromagnetic fields that gives
rise to a complete set of Maxwell-like equations. The organization of the paper is
the following. The second part is given to review the concept of TEGR especially
on GEM formulation in TEGR scheme by Spaniol and Andrade. Next in the third
part we propose a new alternative definition of GEM in TEGR scheme. Finally,
before conclusions, we apply our GEM for Schwarzschild metric and for gravitational
waves.
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2. Spaniol-Andrade’s GEM in TEGR
TG or TEGR is an alternative way of describing gravity. It is a gauge theory for
translational group [6, 9]. As the translational group is abelian, the corresponding
field strength is similar as that of the Maxwell field
F aµν ≡ T aµν = ∂µbaν − ∂νbaµ
= ∂µh
a
ν − ∂νhaµ
= haρT
ρ
µν .
(4)
In the above, Greek and Latin indices correspond to curved spacetime and its tan-
gent space (Minkowski spacetime) respectively. We will use middle Latin alphabets
i, j, k for space components of tensors in curved spacetime. The translational gauge
potential baµ is defined to relate the tetrad field h
a
µ through
haµ = ∂µx
a + baµ. (5)
It corresponds to the metric tensor through
gµν = ηabh
a
µh
b
ν (6)
ηab = gµνh
µ
a h
ν
b . (7)
In TEGR, gravitational fields are represented by the tetrad fields.
TEGR is defined in a curvature-less Weitzenbo¨ck space, a spacetime charac-
terized by the Weitzenbo¨ck connection Γρµν = h
ρ
a ∂µh
a
ν . The gravitational field
strenght is fully represented by the torsion T ρµν = Γ
ρ
νµ −Γρµν . The Lagrangian of
the gravitational field is [9]
L =
h
16πG
SρµνTρµν (8)
which is equivalent to the Lagrangian of the gravitational filed in GR up to a total
derivative [9]. The corresponding field equation is
∂ρ(hS
ρσ
a ) = 4πG(hJ
σ
a ). (9)
In the above h = det(haµ), and
Sρµν = 12 (K
µνρ − gρνTαµα + gρµTανα ), (10)
Kρµν =
1
2 (T
ρ
ν µ + T
ρ
µ ν − T ρµν ), (11)
J ρa =
∂L
∂haρ
=
h λa
4πG
(T cµλ S
µρ
c − 14δ ρλ T cµν S µνc ). (12)
Equation (9) reminds us to the Maxwell’s equations
∂µF
µν = Jν (13)
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with hS ρσa act as the (gravitational) field strengths. In addition, hS
ρσ
a are anti-
symmetric, hS ρσa = −S σρa , just like the electromagnetic field strengths. This prop-
erty is due to the anti-symmetry of the torsion. Unlike to the original Maxwell’s
equations, J ρa in the above Maxwell’s like equations do not represent external
sources as they correspond only to the gravitational field. This tensor also repre-
sents the Noether energy-momentum density [9]. Considering the similarity between
(9) and (13) Spaniol and Andrade introduced gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic
fields as follows [6]
hS 0ia = E
i
a , hS
ij
a = cε
ijkBak. (14)
The later is equivalent to
B ia = − 13cεijkhSajk.
The equation (9) then gives the Gauss’ law and the Ampere’s law for gravity
∇ · ~Ea = −4πG(hJ 0a ),
1
c2
∂
∂t
~Ea +∇× ~Ba = 4πG
c
(h ~Ja).
(15)
In addition, the torsion can be expressed in terms of field strengths and tetrads
according to [6]
T cγδ =2h
b
γgαδh
c
σS
σα
b − 2hbδgαγhcσS σαb
− hcδgαγhbσS σαb + hcγgαδhbσS σαb .
(16)
Accordingly we have
4πGJ ρa = h
λ
a (2h
b
µgαλh
c
σS
σα
b S
µρ
c − 2hbλgαµhcσS σαb S µρc − hcλgαµhbσS σαb S µρc
+ hcµgαλh
b
σS
σα
b S
µρ
c − 14δ ρλ (2hbµgανhcσS σαb S µνc − 2hbνgαµhcσS σαb S µνc
− hcνgαµhbσS σαb S µνc + hcµgανhbσS σαb S µνc )).
It turns out that the sources J ρa fully depend on gravitational field and do not
correspond to external sources. Note also that J ρa are non-linear in field strengths.
Expressing J ρa explicitly in gravitoelectric E and gravitomagnetic fields B, after
some algebra, gives the complete Gauss-like and the Ampere-like equations:
∇· ~Ea = 1hh λa (2hbkgjλhc0 + hckgjλhb0 − 2hbλgjkhc0
− hcλgjkhb0 + 2hbkg0λhcj − hckg0λhbj
+ 2hbλg0kh
c
j + h
c
λg0kh
b
j)E
j
b E
k
c
+ 1
h
ch λa (2h
b
lgkλh
c
j + h
c
lgkλh
b
j
− 2hbλgklhcj − hcλgklhbj)εjkmBbmE lc
+ 14
1
h
h λa δ
0
λ (2h
b
0gjkh
c
0 − 2hbkgj0hc0
− 2hb0g0khcj + 2hbkg00hcj)(2E jb E kc + E kb E jc )
+ 34
1
h
ch λa δ
0
λ (2h
b
kgjlh
c
0 − 2hbkg0lhcj
− 2hb0gkjhcl + 2hbjgk0hcl)εklmE jc Bbm
+ 12
1
h
c2h λa δ
0
λ h
b
lgkmh
c
jε
jkpεlmq(2BbpBcq +BbqBcp),
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(
1
c2
∂
∂t
~Ea +∇× ~Ba)i = 1chh λa (2hb0gjλhc0 + hc0gjλhb0
− 2hbλgj0hc0 − hcλgj0hb0 − 2hb0g0λhcj
− hc0g0λhbj + 2hbλg00hcj + hcλg00hbj)E jb E ic
+ 1
h
h λa (2h
b
kgjλh
c
0 + h
c
kgjλh
b
0 − 2hbλgjkhc0
− hcλgjkhb0 + 2hbkg0λhcj − hckg0λhbj
+ 2hbλg0kh
c
j + h
c
λg0kh
b
j)ε
kilE jb Bcl
+ 1
h
h λa (2h
b
0gkλh
c
j + h
c
0gkλh
b
j
− 2hbλgk0hcj − hcλgk0hbj)εjklBblE ic
+ 1
h
ch λa (2h
b
lgkλh
c
j + h
c
lgkλh
b
j
− 2hbλgklhcj − hcλgklhbj)εjkmεlinBbmBcn.
Note that the complication of the right hand side of the above two equations
corresponds to the nonlinearity of the gravitational field equation. However, for a
weak limit we have J ρa ≈ 0 and therefore,
∇ · ~Ea ≈ 0,
1
c2
∂
∂t
~Ea +∇× ~Ba ≈ 0.
So far we have two equations that built the Maxwell-like equations. The other
two equations should correspond to the divergence of gravitomagnetic fields, ∇· ~Ba,
and the curl of gravitoelectric fields (plus time derivative of gravitomagnetic fields),
∇× ~Ea + c∂0 ~Ba. They are equivalent to ∂α(hS βγa ) + ∂β(hS γαa ) + ∂γ(hS αβa ). In
EM such quantity vanishes, it is the Bianchi identity, when we identify hS αβa as
the electromagnetic field strength. In teleparallel gravity, on the other hand, the
field strength hS αβa does not fulfill the Bianchi identity and hence
∇ · ~Ba 6= 0, ∇× ~Ea + ∂
~Ba
∂t
6= 0.
Since there are no equations for the derivative of field strength other then (9) we
are not able to identify the right hand side of the above equations. This means that
we could not define the Gauss’ law for the gravitomagnetic field and the Faraday’s
law. Note that the quantity that defines the Bianchi identity is the torsion, T aαβ :
∂αT
a
βγ + ∂βT
a
γα + ∂γT
a
αβ = 0. (17)
However, since T aαβ cannot be expressed in the field strength with the same indices
α and β, see equation (16), the left hand side of the above equation cannot be written
into
∂α(hS βγa ) + ∂
β(hS γαa ) + ∂
γ(hS αβa ).
Thus expressions like the Gauss’ law for magnetic field and the Faraday’s law are
unable to be derived when the gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic fields are defined
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according to (14). Such a drawback leads us to propose a different definition of GEM
as compared to [6].
3. A New Alternative of GEM in TEGR
In the previous section, the Gauss’ law and the Faraday’s law can’t be derived from
the Bianchi identity of hS ρσa . So, a new proposal is needed to obtain the full set of
Maxwell-like equations. In EM, the Maxwell’s equation can be obtain with the help
of field strength tensor and its dual tensor. The similarity between the Maxwell field
strength Fµν in terms of electromagnetic potentials and the Weitzenbo¨ck torsion
in terms of tetrad fields (equation (4)) gives an alternative definition of GEM in
teleparallel gravity.
The new alternative is instead of using hS µνa to obtain Gauss-like law and
Faraday-like law, we define the torsion T aµν , as the gravitoelectromagnetic field
strength where the gravitoelectric field E and gravitomagnetic field B correspond,
as usual, to T a0ν and T
a
ij , respectively:
T aµν =


0
Ea
x
c
Ea
y
c
Ea
z
c
−Eax
c
0 −Baz Bay
−E
a
y
c
Baz 0 −Bax
−Eaz
c
−Bay Bax 0

 . (18)
With this definition, the Bianchi identity (17) leads to the fulfillment of the Gauss-
like law and the Faraday-like law:
∂iB
ai = 0, 1
c
ǫijk∂jE
a
k + ∂0B
ai = 0. (19)
The other two equations of the Maxwell’s like equations are deducible from
equation (9). To show this, one should write S µνa , recalling (10) and (11), in terms
of torsions:
S µνa =
1
2 (K
µν
a − h νa Tαµα + h µa Tανα
= 12 (
1
2 (T
µν
a + T
νµ
a − T µνa )− h νa Tαµα + h µa Tανα ).
(20)
Thus we have
∂µ(hS
µν
a ) =
1
2 (∂µh)(
1
2 (T
µν
a + T
νµ
a − T µνa )− h νa Tαµα + h µa Tανα )
= 12h(
1
2 (∂µT
µν
a + ∂µT
νµ
a − ∂µT µνa )
− ∂µ(h νa Tαµα ) + ∂µ(h µa Tανα ).
(21)
The field equations become
−h
2
(∂µT
νµ
a + ∂µT
µν
a − ∂µT νµa − 2T σνσ ∂µh µa
− 2h µa ∂µT σνσ + 2T σµσ ∂µh νa + 2h νa ∂µT σµσ ) = khJ νa
(22)
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with k = 8πG/c4. In order to derive Gauss-like and Ampere-like equations, we have
to manipulate the indices in (22). So, we have
− h
2
(∂µ(g
ανgβµηabT
b
αβ ) + ∂µ(g
ανh µb h
β
a T
b
αβ )− ∂µ(gαµh νb h βa T bαβ )
− 2h σb gανT bασ ∂µh µa − 2h µa ∂µ(h σb gανT bασ ) + 2h σb gαµT bασ ∂µh νa
+ 2h νa ∂µ(h
σ
b g
αµT bασ )) = khJ
ν
a .
(23)
The lefthand side of equation (23) consists of seven different terms. By expanding
every contraction on each term and using equation (18) we get a long equation
containing high powers of h-field. Considering a weak field approximation i.e. by
disregarding terms of the form higher than quadratic power in tetrads we have, for
ν = 0, the Gauss-like equation for TEGR
(g00ηab − 2h 0b h 0a )∂iEbi ≈− 2kcJ 0a + (gi0ηab − 2h ib h 0a )∂0Ebi
+ c(gi0ηab − 2h ib h 0a )ǫijk∂jBbk.
(24)
and, for ν = 1, 2, 3, the Ampere-like laws for TEGR
(ginηab − 2h ib h na )(∂0Ebi+cǫijk∂jBbk) ≈
(g0nηab − 2h 0b h na )∂iEbi + 2kcJ na .
(25)
So, now we have a full set of Maxwell-like equations under TEGR scheme, namely
equations (19), (24) and (25). In the next section, we will apply these Maxwell-
like equations to obtain the gravitoelectromagnetic fields that corresponds to
Schwarzschild metric and gravitational waves.
In the last two equations above, we haven’t looked into detail the source terms.
By recalling equations (10) and (11) we obtain that
J ρa =
1
4piG (
1
4h
λ
a T
c
µλ (g
ργgαµηcbT
b
αγ + (g
ργh µc − gµγh ρc )h αb T bγα )
− 116h ρa T cµν (gνγgαµηcbT cαγ + (gνγh µc − gµγh νc )h αb T bγα )).
(26)
Every T aµν contains one tetrad and every g
µν contains two tetrads. Thus, we can
see that every term in (26) contain seven tetrads. If we apply the weak field limit
up to (h µa )
2 we get
J ρa ≈ 0. (27)
4. Examples
4.1. TEGR-GEM in Schwarzschild Spacetime
Let us now look at TEGR-GEM in a Schwarzschild spacetime characterized by the
following metric
gµν =


(1− 2mG
r
) 0 0 0
0 −(1− 2mG
r
)−1 0 0
0 0 −r2 0
0 0 0 −r2 sin2 θ

 . (28)
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The above metric is defined in a spherical coordinate. Because the torsion (18) is
in Cartesian coordinate, we need to express the Schwarzschild metric in Cartesian
coordinates (alternatively we may keep the metric in spherical coordinates but then
rewriting the Maxwell-like equations in spherical coordinates are more tedious). One
has
gµν =


(1− 2mG
r
) 0 0 0
0 x2Q− 1 xyQ xzQ
0 xyQ y2Q− 1 yzQ
0 xzQ yzQ z2Q− 1

 , (29)
where
Q(x, y, z) =
−1(
1− 2mG
r
)
r2
−
(
1− z2
r2
)
z2
r4
+ 1
x2+y2 (30)
and r2 = x2 + y2 + z2. The inverse of gµν are
gµν =


A−1 0 0 0
0 1−(y
2+z2)Q
k
xyQ
k
xzQ
k
0 xyQ
k
1−(x2+z2)Q
k
yzQ
k
0 xzQ
k
yzQ
k
1−(x2+y2)Q
k

 , (31)
where
k =3x2y2z2Q3 − (x2y2 + x2z2 + y2z2 + x2yz + xy2z + xyz2)Q2
+ (x2 + y2 + z2 + xy + xz + yz)Q− 1 (32)
and A = 1− 2mG
r
.
The corresponding tetrad can be found by using the relation (6). So, the tetrad
for metric ( 29) is
haµ =


√
AV x
√
Q y
√
Q z
√
Q
y
√
AQV 0 1 0
z
√
AQV 0 0 1
x
√
AQV 1 0 0

 . (33)
and its inverse h µa is,
h µa =


√
V
A
−y
√
QV
A
−z
√
QV
A
−x
√
QV
A
−xV√Q xyQW xzQW 1 + x2QW
−yV√Q 1 + y2QW yzQW xyQW
−zV√Q yzQW 1 + z2QW xzQW.

 , (34)
with
V (x, y, z) = 11−r2Q , (35)
W (x, y, z) = 1
1−r2
√
Q
. (36)
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To obtain ~Ea and ~Ba fields we use the definitions of (4) and (18). Combining
equations (4), (29), and (33) gives components of torsion tensor T aµν . Considering
all possible indices we obtain the non-zero gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic fields
~E0 = −c∇
√
A
1−r2Q , (37)
~E1 = −c∇
(
y
√
AQ
1−r2Q
)
, (38)
~E2 = −c∇
(
z
√
AQ
1−r2Q
)
, (39)
~E3 = −c∇
(
x
√
AQ
1−r2Q
)
, (40)
~B0 = ~r ×∇
√
Q. (41)
The corresponding scalar potential Φa and vector potential ~Aa are the following
Φ0 = c
√
A
1− r2Q, Φ
1 = cy
√
AQ
1− r2Q,
Φ2 = cz
√
AQ
1− r2Q, Φ
3 = cx
√
AQ
1− r2Q,
~A0 = −~r
√
Q.
(42)
As ~B1 = ~B2 = ~B3 = 0, we may choose vector potentials ~A1 = ~A2 = ~A3 = 0. So, we
have a set of scalar potentials
(Φ0,Φ1,Φ2,Φ3) =
√
A
1−r2Q (1, y
√
Q, z
√
Q, x
√
Q) (43)
and a set of vector potentials
( ~A0, ~A1, ~A2, ~A3) = (−~r
√
Q, 0, 0, 0). (44)
Finally, we note that all the fields are static, which are in agreement with the
static nature of the Schwarzschild metric. Note also that we have both gravitoelectric
and gravitomagnetic fields for a = 0. They are not perpendicular one to the other.
For a = 1, 2, 3, however, we only have gravitoelectric fields.
4.2. TEGR-GEM in Gravitational Waves
According to standard definition of gravitational waves [16, 24], vacuum gravita-
tional fields equations satisfy
hµν = 0, (45)
where hµν is the gravitational field defined in the linearized field theory.
The standard definition for gravitational waves are designed for transverse-
traceless (TT) gauge [24] which means that
h = h αα = 0. (46)
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The TT-gauge requires the non-zero components for hµν as follows
h11 = −h22 = A(t, z) = Re(A+e−iω(t−z))
h12 = h21 = C(t, z) = Re(A×e
−iω(t−z)).
(47)
In the above A+(z) and A×(z) are the amplitudes of the solutions of equation (45)
which correspond to the two independent modes of polarization (” + ” and ” × ”)
for gravitational waves propagating along the z-axis.
The metric tensor for gravitational wave according to equations (45) and (47) is
gµν =


1 0 0 0
0 A− 1 C 0
0 C −A− 1 0
0 0 0 −1

 (48)
and its inverse is
gµν =


1 0 0 0
0 −A−11−A2−C2
−C
1−A2−C2 0
0 −C1−A2−C2
A−1
1−A2−C2 0
0 0 0 −1.

 . (49)
Here we used the Minkowski tensor with signature (1,−1,−1,−1). Using (6) and
(7) we obtain the tetrad
haµ =


1 0 0 0
0 12
(
∆− 2A∆
) −C∆ 0
0 −C∆ 12
(
∆+ 2A∆
)
0
0 0 0 −1

 , (50)
and its inverse
h µa =


1 0 0 0
0 12δ
(
∆+ 2A∆
)
C
∆δ 0
0 C∆δ
1
2δ
(
∆− 2A∆
)
0
0 0 0 −1

 , (51)
where
∆(A,C) =
√
2 + 2
√
1−A2 − C2, (52)
δ = 14
(
∆2 − 4A2∆2
)
−
(
C2
∆2
)
. (53)
Using (50) and recalling (6) and (18) we can obtain Ea and Ba fields. The
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non-zero components of Ea and Ba are
E1x =
c
2
∂0
(
∆− 2A
∆
)
, (54)
E2x = −c∂0
(
C
∆
)
, (55)
E1y = −c∂0
(
C
∆
)
, (56)
E2y =
c
2
∂0
(
∆+
2A
∆
)
, (57)
B1x = −∂3
(
C
∆
)
, (58)
B2x =
1
2
∂3
(
∆+
2A
∆
)
, (59)
B1y = −
1
2
∂3
(
∆− 2A
∆
)
, (60)
B2y = ∂3
(
C
∆
)
. (61)
It turns out that the fields are transversal as Eaz = B
a
z = 0. However,
~Ea and ~Ba
are not perpendicular one another except for the case when the amplitude A+ and
A× are very small (weak field case) as in this case
∂0∆→ 0. (62)
We may derive the corresponding potentials. Considering the vector potentials
~Aa depend only on time t and coordinate z, the expression ~Ba = ∇ × ~Aa and
equations (58 - 61) give
~A1 =
(
A
∆
− ∆
2
,
C
∆
, 0
)
(63)
~A2 =
(
C
∆
,−A
∆
− ∆
2
, 0
)
(64)
On the other hand, recalling the definition of scalar potential Φa through
~Ea = −c∇Φa − ∂
~Aa
∂t
(65)
the gravitoelectric fields (54-57) and the vector potentials (63 - 64) gives ∂xΦ
1 =
∂yΦ
1 = ∂zΦ
1 = 0, i.e. Φ1 is space coordinate independent, and similarly for Φ2.
In EM theory, Poynting vector represents the rate of energy transfer per unit
area. It corresponds to terms containing both electric and magnetic fields in the
canonical stress tensor derived from EM Lagrangian [25, 26]. Analogously we take
into account the stress tensor for GEM
Θµλ =
∂L
∂(∂µbaν)
∂λb
a
ν − δµλL, (66)
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with the Lagrangian is given by (8). By considering the weak field approximation,
the first term of (5) may be replaced by the Kronecker delta. Accordingly the
canonical stress tensor reads
Θµλ =
1
2k
(T aλν − ∂λbaν)[ 12T µνa + 12δ νb δeβηeaηbcT µβc − 12δ µb δeβηeaηbcT νβc
− δ νa δeβδ ce T µβc + δ µa δeβδ ce T νβc ]
− δµλ
1
2k
[ 14ηbcη
ghδ βg δ
ν
h T
b
0ν T
c
0β +
1
4ηbcη
ghηijδ βg δ
ν
h T
b
iν T
c
jβ
+ 12δ
λ
b δ
ν
c T
b
0ν T
c
0λ +
1
2δ
λ
b δ
ν
c η
ijT biν T
c
jλ
− δ λb δ νc T b0λ T c0ν − δ λb δ νc ηijT biλ T cjν ].
(67)
By expanding all combination of contraction over torsion tensor, several candidate
terms for GEM Poynting vector are obtained. Here we only consider those terms.
Next, considering the non-zero fields of (54 - 61) we have, after multiplying with
some constants to adjust the units,
S30 =
1
4k
[(E2xB
1
x − E1xB2x) + (E2yB1y − E1yB2y )]
+
1
2k
[(E1xB
1
y − E1yB1x) + (E2xB2y − E2yB2x)].
(68)
Unlike EM theory, here the Poynting vector is found from the Θ30 not from Θ
0
0
components.
The Poynting vector in EM theory is the cross product of E and B fields in the
same spacetime, but here we found an interesting forms. From (68) we have two
kinds of cross product, one in the flat spacetime index (the first and second terms)
and other in curved spacetime index (the third and forth terms). These two kinds
of cross products reveals the gravitational waves energy transfer both in the flat
spacetime (tangent space) and in the curved spacetime. Finally, applying (54 - 61),
we get
S30 =
c
2k
(
−∂0
(
C
∆
)
∂3
(
C
∆
)
− 3
4
∂0∆∂3∆− 1
4
∂0
(
2A
∆
)
∂3
(
2A
∆
))
. (69)
5. Conclusions
Theory of GEM was introduced due to the similar expression between the Coulomb
force and the Newton gravitational force. Accordingly, as the EM is governed by the
Maxwells equations, the Newtonian GEM is governed by the Maxwell-like gravita-
tional equations. In addition, we have two versions of the Maxwell-like equations in
Einstein gravity for the weak limit case. Here, we have also showed the Maxwell-like
equations in TEGR.
The first proposal of GEM in TEGR was given by Spaniol and Andrade [6] where
the superpotentials (times a factor of h) hS ρσa are taken to play the role as the
field strengths because hS ρσa fulfill equations (9) which look like the inhomogeneous
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Maxwell equations. Accordingly, the inhomogeneous parts of the Maxwell-like equa-
tions are obtained. However, as hS ρσa do not fulfill the Bianchi identity and thus
the homogeneous parts of the Maxwell-like equations could not be derived. This
drawback leads us to propose different definition of gravitoelectromagnetic fields in
TEGR. Because of similar expressions between the Weitzenbo¨ck torsion in terms
of tetrad fields and the Maxwell field strength in terms of electromagnetic poten-
tials we then propose the Weitzenbo¨ck torsion as the gravitational field strength.
Just like in EM, gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic fields are then defined from
the field strength components. The gravitomagnetic Gauss’ law and the Faraday-
like law, i.e. the homogeneous parts of the Maxwell-like equations, are automatically
obtained. The inhomogeneous parts of the Maxwell-like equations are obtained from
equations (9) after writing the superpotential in terms of torsions, or equivalently
in terms of gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic fields, and after taking some weak
field approximations.
We consider two examples of deriving gravitoelectromagnetic fields, first is the
gravitoelectric fields in the Schwarzschild spacetime and the second is that in grav-
itational waves. For the Schwarzschild spacetime, we obtain as expected that the
gravitoelectromagnetic fields are static. For Minkowski spacetime index a = 0, both
the gravitoelectric and the gravitomagnetic fields exist and they are not perpen-
dicular one to the other. There are no gravitomagnetic fields for a = 1, 2, 3. For
each index a we obtain a pair of scalar and vector potentials but with zero vec-
tor potentials for a = 1, 2, 3. For the second case we consider the gravitational
waves propagating along +z direction. We obtain that there are gravitoelectric as
well as gravitomagnetic fields only for Minkowski spacetime indices a = 1, 2. They
are transversal but are not perpendicular one to the other except for very small
amplitudes. The corresponding scalar potentials and the z-components of vector
potentials are zero. Finally we derived the Poynting vector from the stress ten-
sor. It consists of cross-products both in Minkowski spacetime as well as in curved
spacetime between gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic fields.
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